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ABSTRACT 

Machine learning techniques are becoming popular for monitoring the health and faults of different 

components in power systems, including transformers, generators, and induction motors. Normally, fault 

monitoring is performed based on predetermined healthy and faulty data from the corresponding system. 

The main objective of this study was to recognize the start of a system fault using a Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) approach. This technique was applied to detect power system instability before entering 

an unstable condition. Bus voltages, generator angles, and corresponding times before and after faults 

were used as training data for the SVM to detect abnormal conditions in a system. Therefore, a trained 

SVM would be able to determine the fault status after providing similar test data once a disturbance has 

been resolved. 

Keywords-support vector machine; python software; fault detection 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Stability monitoring of power systems has become a topic 
of keen interest for the power industry and researchers, 
resulting in the practical implementation of new devices and 
techniques in power systems. Given the introduction of 
microgrid and smart grid technologies in power systems, 
constraints have been introduced to meet the increasing 
demand, increasing the complexity of a power system. 
Transmission over interconnected systems has become a 
significant challenge to system reliability, which is the ultimate 
goal. Researchers are currently monitoring the stability of 
systems using Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). In [1], an 
equivalent analytical circuit was presented to monitor and 
assess the voltage stability of a power system, optimizing the 
positions of the PMUs of a system. Mode frequency, mode 
damping, and mode shape are the key properties of an 
oscillating signal in a power system. These properties were 
analyzed to monitor the real-time inter-area oscillations in [2]. 

In this case, a graphical-based display is used to monitor the 
overall stability condition of the operator. The same concept 
has been used in the power grid in western North America. Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to monitor the stability of 
the power system using real-time data taken by PMUs [3]. In 
this case, the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is calculated 
using the FFT, and the method is validated using a combination 
of a Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS), PMU, and Phasor 
Data Concentrator (PDC). The FFT is applied to the PMU data 
to obtain the response in the frequency domain, considering the 
frequency at which the disturbance occurs to monitor the 
stability. In this method, an unbound amplitude of the 
frequency indicates instability. 

In [4], an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was used to 
predict the online voltage stability margin based on PMU data. 
The ANN was trained based on several random known 
operating points and then implemented on unseen test data. 
Four types of combinations were used as inputs of the ANN to 
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select the operating points of the system and 100 test cases 
were carried out to validate the network. A similar type of 
voltage stability monitoring based on different performance 
indices was proposed in [5], where the ANN was first trained 
using a huge amount of training data, including a validation 
check. The Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) was used 
to generate the training data, and the standard IEEE 14-bus 
system was used to test the system. In [6], a method was 
proposed to monitor the stability of the power system, 
especially in the case of low-frequency oscillations in local and 
global modes, using the FFT of the original and filtered signals 
considering the damping ratio at a specified frequency. When 
determining the stability margin, less damping is considered to 
represent an unstable situation compared to a certain specified 
high damping at a certain frequency. High- and low-pass 
filtering blocks were used to separate the local and global 
modes of the signal to send them to the system identification 
block, which identifies the condition as stable or unstable after 
clearing the faults of the system while monitoring the damping 
ratio at a certain frequency. In this case, a synthesis signal and 
an analog simulator were used in a research laboratory. 

Various online stability monitoring methods have been 
modeled and analyzed using GPS for reliable power system 
operation based on previously published PMU data [7-12]. 
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Neural Network (NN)–based 
quantification of the proximity of power system voltage 
instability was proposed in [13], where the quasistatic 
operating condition was considered and achieved using a 
reduced Jacobian matrix. In [14], a forecasting-aided state 
estimator was proposed to predict the state necessary to 
monitor the system. The tangent vectors of each state and 
extrapolation techniques play an important role in this regard. 
In [15], the stability of the online voltage was monitored using 
a single Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN), separately 
calculating the weights of the hidden and output layers. Today, 
classification algorithms are used not only in various types of 
data classification but also in medical sciences. In [16], a 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) was used to detect QRS in 
single-lead and 12-lead ECG signals. In [17], SVM and HMM 
machine learning techniques were implemented in image 
classification for two cases, either in authentic or forged mode. 

Several studies attempted to monitor the stability of power 
systems as early as possible after clearing faults using 
intelligent techniques and optimization algorithms [18-19]. 
However, the utilization of machine learning techniques to 
monitor and detect abnormal instability has not received 
sufficient attention yet. In this study, SVM, kernel trick, and 
optimization of SVM parameters were used to provide a 
prediction after monitoring stability schemes in advance when 
the fault was cleared after a disturbance, regardless of whether 
the system was transiently unstable. The contribution of this 
study lies in the proposition of a machine learning-based 
framework that classifies and detects faulty unstable conditions 
in power systems by implementing a hybrid action of an SVM 
with Python, which optimizes the SVM's parameters, while the 
SVM acts as an abnormality detector. The kernel trick is used 
to convert the nonlinear space into a multidimensional feature 
space and can be used for both types of data; thus, it can easily 
detect the condition of a power system regarding the 

occurrence of a fault or its stability after clearing it, depending 
on the datasets used for training and testing the detector. 

II. THE PROPOSED SVM FOR FAULT DETECTION  

Abnormality detection is one of the main concerns in the 
area of power systems, where a fault may occur in transmission 
lines, transformers, synchronous machines, or any device 
related to the power system that causes an abnormality. 
Therefore, identifying system faults is the key step in 
protecting such a system from collapse. In this case, there are 
two scenarios; one is the stable case, which is normally 
expected at all times and maintains specific profiles for each 
parameter in a specific system, and the other is the unstable 
case, which shows parameter profiles that are entirely different 
from the stable case for the corresponding times. Thus, binary 
classification is one way to detect system faults. In this study, 
this type of classification was evaluated using an SVM to 
detect a faulty condition. SVM can be used to classify binary 
class data by separating hyperplanes. In such cases, a healthy 
system provides a single class of data to the SVM. When there 
is a fault or any abnormality, the SVM obtains different types 
of data profiles from those it previously had. These two types 
of mixed data are used by the SVM to train the network and for 
classification prediction. In this regard, the SVM shows a very 
high classification accuracy for severe types of faults because 
the values of different parameters for this case are vastly 
different from the data of a healthy system. Thus, the SVM can 
correctly classify the state of the system with high accuracy for 
such cases. If some minor problems occur in the system, then 
some data are similar to those of the healthy system, and the 
SVM separates these data with low accuracy. Thus, the SVM 
can predict any type of power system abnormality leading to 
taking preventive actions before entering an unstable condition. 

SVM is a statistical learning process used for classification 
problems, based on the separation of data by a hyperplane 
margin. The width of this margin separates the data, depending 
on the parameters of the SVM and the class of the data. SVM 
uses kernel tricks for nonlinear types of data to create a high-
dimensional feature space model from its input space model. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Typical SVM architecture. 
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A. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

The main challenge in designing an SVM is to optimize the 
magnitude of the weight vector, ||w||, which controls the width 
of the margin considering the proper separation of input or 
feature vectors. Another challenge is to properly choose the 
bias b for the positive and negative hyperplanes and the main 
separation hyperplane. Considering these constraints, the SVM 
model in this study was developed as outlined below [21-22]: 
Two classes of data are considered, a positive class and a 
negative class, separated by a straight line: 

��� + � = 1     (1) 

��� + � = −1    (2) 

Both lines are equally spaced from the origin line: 

��� + � = 0     (3) 

Thus, the decision boundary is obtained to satisfy the 
separation lines for all points correctly as in the following 
form: 


������ + � ≥ 1,    ∀�   (4) 

where 
� ∈ �1, −1�  and all data points ���, ��, … . … . ���  are 
indicated for �� .The decision margin m is maximized according 
to the following constraints: 

Minimize: 
�

�
||�||� 

Subject to: 
������ + � ≥ 1,    ∀� 

Therefore, the Lagrangian is: 

� = �

�
��� +  ∑ ���1 − 
������ + ��

���  (5) 

where �� is the Lagrangian multiplier and  |�| = ���. After 
taking the gradient of the Lagrangian with respect to w for 
minimization, we have: 

� + ∑ ���−
���
�
��� = 0   (6) 

� = ∑ ��
���
�
���     (7) 

where ∑ ��
� = 0�
���  for all vectors on the margin. Substituting 

(5) into the Lagrangian, the original problem is converted into a 
dual-optimization problem: 

� = − �

�
∑ ∑ ���!
�
!��

��!
�
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�
���

�
���  (8) 
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Therefore, the dual problem is to maximize: 

$�� = ∑ ��
�
��� − �

�
∑ ∑ ���!
�
!��

��!
�
!��

�
���  (10) 

subject to: �� ≥ 0 and ∑ ��
� = 0�
���  

B. SVM Configuration with Error Consideration 

The error, %� , in the proposed classification is based on the 
function 
������ + � ≥ 1, which approximates the number of 
misclassified samples [22]. 

 
Fig. 2.  SVM architecture with misclassification. 

The hyperplane is now considered to be a soft margin 
hyperplane because of the error consideration, which must be 
minimized. Thus, the optimization equation for SVM becomes: 

Minimize: 
�

�
||�||� + & ∑ %�

�
���    (11) 

subject to: 
������ + � ≥ 1 − %� ,   %� ≥ 0  and  ∀� , where ζι 
represents the slack variables and C is the cost or tradeoff 
parameter between the error and margin. Accordingly, the dual-
optimization equation becomes: 

Maximize: 

$�� = ∑ ��
�
��� − �

�
∑ ∑ ���!
�
!��

��!
�
!��

�
���  (12) 

subject to: & ≥ �� ≥ 0 and ∑ ��
� = 0�
��� . 

C. Kernel Trick 

The kernel trick arises from the nonlinearity of the data in 
most cases, where the nonlinear data input is converted into a 
high-dimensional feature space. In such cases, the data can be 
separated linearly. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Nonlinear two-dimensional data are transformed into a three-
dimensional feature map. 

���, �� → �+�, +�, +, = "��
�, √2����, ��

�# (13) 

This transformation from input data to feature mapping 
facilitates similarity based on the dot product. It is formulated 
as follows: 

ɸ: 1� → 1,     (14) 
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K is a function, known as the kernel function, that is 
mapped for all �, 
 ∈ 2 such that: 

3��, 
 = ɸ��. ɸ�
    (15) 

where ɸ is a map for the dot product in the feature space in X, 
and: 

ɸ�� = "��
�, √2����, ��

�#,        � = ���, �� (16) 

Thus, a two-dimensional input is converted into three-
dimensional space and a similarly higher-order feature space in 
F. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Typical view of input and feature spaces. Note: feature space is of 
higher dimension than the input space in practice. 

There are some standard common kernels for quadratic 
optimization problems:  

 Linear Kernel: 34��, 
 = ��. 
 

 Polynomial Kernel: 3���, 
 = "��. 
 + 5#
6

, where d is 
the degree of polynomials. 

 Gaussian Kernel: 3���, 
 = exp �− ||:;<||=

>
 

 Sigmoidal Kernel: 3,��, 
 = tanh ���. 
 + 5 

This study used the Gaussian kernel to optimize the 
quadratic optimization problem using a software 
implementation. Thus, the optimization equation was written in 
the form below: 

Maximize: 

$�� = ∑ ��
�
��� − �

�
∑ ∑ ���!
�
!3���, 
�

!��
�
���  (14) 

subject to: & ≥ �� ≥ 0 and ∑ ��
� = 0�
��� . 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Two area power systems were considered for the validation 
and testing of the proposed method for the prediction of 
abnormalities in power systems and their devices using data 
classification. The system consisted of 14 buses and 4 
generators, including the slack bus, where a Thyristor-
Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) was coupled between the 
areas. The network itself consisted of 11 buses, and the other 3 
buses were for TCSC [23]. The Power System Toolbox (PST) 
was used to obtain the voltage magnitude and machine angle 
samples of all buses and was run in MATLAB environment. 
MATLAB R2010a was used for all cases, including the SVM 
training. The LIBSVM 3.17 library was used for training and 
testing data classification, which is written in C language and 

was automatically interfaced with the prescribed version of 
MATLAB. LIBSVM supports a specific data type format, 
which was checked using Python 3.4. Classification was 
performed in MATLAB using the LIBSVM function, but 
parameter optimization was performed using Python 3.4. 

To predict the faulty condition of the system, the angles of 
the machine in radians, the magnitude of the voltage per unit, 
and the corresponding time in seconds were considered to be 
the three features arranged following the prescribed LIBSVM 
format. The effectiveness of the proposed method was 
investigated by taking 601 samples for each feature. However, 
as the system consisted of 14 buses and 4 machines, where 
time was taken as the first type of feature, there were 19 
columns arranged for the dataset according to the LIBSVM 
format. In this task, both faulty and healthy types of data were 
taken randomly to organize the dataset in one file to train the 
SVM and simultaneously classify data to show the system's 
condition; thus, it consisted of 1202 rows. Therefore, a total of 
1202×19 = 22,838 samples were arranged in the file, following 
the LIBSVM format, where healthy sets were indicated by 
"+1" and faulty sets were indicated by "-1". Before using the 
data file, the correction of the data format was performed using 
Python 3.4. The parameters of the SVM were optimized for use 
in the classification program written in the MATLAB 
environment with the LIBSVM function according to the 
corresponding data using Python. 

Five-fold cross-validation was used, and thus five outputs 
were created for each validation. This cross-validation involved 
a process of training the network to create a standard model to 
predict the stability of the system. The results were achieved 
after training and testing the SVM to predict system 
abnormalities. The minimized value of the objective function 
of the dual optimization problem and the optimized bias 
parameter b of the SVM separating hyperplane were 10.392955 
and -0.037342, respectively. In this case, the total number of 
support vectors for classifying the data was 200. In this task, 
healthy and completely faulty data were used for classification. 
The classification accuracy was 100%, or 302/302. Less severe 
faulty data will result in lower accuracy. However, any 
classification accuracy will indicate that the system has faults 
because the SVM collects two classes of data; one class for a 
healthy system and a newly added faulty class of data resulting 
from the occurrence of faults. This positive classification 
indicates the system's abnormality. If the system is healthy, the 
SVM will collect only one class of data for classification, and 
the SVM will show negative results because it is valid only for 
two or more classes of data to classify these datasets. Thus, this 
negative result will assure the system operators of a healthy 
system with normal operation. In the case of the second mode, 
MATLAB was used with only the best 2 features out of a total 
of 18 to reduce the computation burden. The best 2 features 
were optimally identified among the 18. Meanwhile, the Radial 
Basis Function (RBF) kernel and Sequential Minimal 
Optimization (SMO) algorithm were considered to solve the 
quadratic SVM problem. Considering the box constraint or cost 
parameter for the case of error data and kernel function, 
gamma, the estimated objective function was minimized, as 
shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5.  Estimated objective function, kernel parameter, and box constraint. 

 
Fig. 6.  Minimum estimated and observed objective function vs. the 
number of iterations. 

 
Fig. 7.  Optimization hyperplane of healthy or faulty condition for 14-bus 
4 areas power system. 

In the MATLAB simulation, the optimal kernel parameter 
and box constraint obtained were 94.082 and 981.16, 
respectively, for the SVM model after minimizing the 
estimated objective function value to -0.00015283. For this 
SVM model, following the best estimated objective function 
value, the best observed objective function value achieved was 
"0". The corresponding best kernel and box-constraint 
parameters were obtained at 0.16154 and 5.5839, respectively. 
Figure 6 shows the best minimum estimated and observed 
objective function value, obtained after 30 iterations, and 
Figure 7 shows the hyperplane for this SVM model. 

Following both the health and faulty data provided to 
construct the SVM model to classify the faulty condition apart 
from the healthy condition of a power system, the trained SVM 
model identified two hyperplanes of two colors. Although the 
data were non-linear, the RBF kernel successfully made it 
linear to be classified perfectly, which is clear from Figure 8. 
According to the Figure and the simulation results, the training 
and testing data were separated with 100% accuracy. Largely, 
the two classes of data overlapped in the two hyperplanes. The 
data in the two regions were separated into three colors, 
considering three types of data points: training, testing, and 
support vectors. The black star data points represent the 
training data points, the large blue star points indicate the 
support vectors, and the green points are the testing data points 
that can be observed from the zoomed-in picture in the light 
blue hyperplane area. The same scenario is also present in the 
light-red hyperplane area, where the testing data are depicted in 
magenta color. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Abnormality detection is a major concerns in the field of 
power systems, where a fault may introduce an unstable 
abnormality into the system. In this study, a machine learning-
based framework was proposed, using SVM to detect and 
distinquish a faulty system condition from a healthy condition 
based on the optimization of the cost parameter C and the 
Gaussian parameter γ. To ensure the robustness of the SVM 
models in classifying the data of healthy and faulty systems, 
two modes of optimization were conducted. In the first mode, 
the data were arranged according to the LIBSVM format in the 
MATLAB environment considering the maximum number of 
possible features and using Python to render the mode of 
optimization in a usable format. On the other hand, for the 
second mode of optimization, MATLAB was used directly to 
classify the condition of the power system. In this case, the 
combination of healthy and faulty data from 1202 samples was 
randomly separated for training and testing purposes in a ratio 
of 902/300. Five-fold cross-validation was performed during 
the training period of the SVM. The kernel trick was used for 
both modes to render the system linear for SVM classification, 
which is required for high-dimensional feature spaces and large 
samples of features. Compared to similar studies, the results 
obtained in both optimization modes demonstrated the 
robustness of SVM in classifying the healthy or faulty 
condition of the power system. In future work, the proposed 
method can be modified to analyze power systems with 
distributed generation and more integrated smart grid 
information and communication technologies. 
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